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FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY

f f thcre is a canon trf classic texts in our professional literature, Princi;r/rs o/ Real

I Esfntu'by Arthur M. Weimer and Homer Hoyt certainly has a place of honor
on tlre bookshelf. Originally written in1939, Principlcs was published in several
editions over the course of many decades. Todav, manv of its teachings may
appear overly obvious, but they are no less fundamentallv important for all
that. And because of their basic validity, they remain a healthy corrective to
uncritical enthusiasm for the "trend du jour."

On page 414 of the Fourth Edition ('1960), Weimer and Hoyt wrote: "The
real estate market of a locality will be influenced by the trend in local business
conditions. . . Of the manv factors to consider.. ., the most important is the trend
in emplovment and incomes." This observation is well rvorth pondering as the
U.S. economy and real estate markets enter the new millennium.

Spe,ctacular comnrercial property performance on either side of the coun-
try, especially in marke.ts such as San Francisco, Washington, DC, Ne'w York,
and Boston, has had commentators resurrecting a term popular in the '80s: "the
Bi-Coastal economy." Have the states with shorelines on either the Atlantic or
Pacific oceans in fact been better-off than the nation as a whole in recent days?
The evidence seems to make this case nicely. Twenty states have ocean
frontage, five on the Pacific and 15 on the Atlantic. Taken together, the.se states
represent 51.4 percent of the U.S. employment base (about 65.3 million jobs out
of the national tot al of 177.1million). But, over the 12 months ending March 31,
2000, the bi-coastal group of states accounted for 57.7 percent of the nationwide
increase of 2.8 million lobs. This means that these states are growing more
rapidly than the rest of the nation. Thc'Pacific states generated 489,800 new
jobs, while the Atlantic Seaboard added 

.1,128,800 
positions to the payroll. This

goes a Iong way toward explaining the robust supply/demand conditions in
local real estate markets, and the consequent surge of investor interest from
Montauk to Santa Monica.

It is not simply growth that is supporting high real estate values in these
states, though. They also boast substantial concentrations of population and
economic activity, and density contributes to real estate pricing. The national
nornr for population density is about 75 persons per square mile. Seventeen of
the 20 coastal states exceed this standard, sometime spectacularly so. New
Jersey has over 1,000 person per square mile, leading the countrv bv this
measure. Only three of the coastal states have densities below the U.S. average:
Maine (40.2 persons per sq. mile); Orcgon (33.8 persons), and Alaska (1.1

persons). Even including these states, though, the bi-coastal cluster tallies a
population density of 323 persons per square mile.

Won't the coast states soon approach some significant limits to their
economic expansion? In an era of increasing labor shortage, surely localities

WHTTHER Awnv Orrrcr SpacE

AS WE KruOW IT TODAY?
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l-fl he movement of more and more business activity into the Internet

| ".ononry 
raises concerns about the long-term future of the office

I building market as we know it today. While these concerns have
been pushed under the rug by a booming economy and relatively low
interest costs, they will arise again. The business cycle is not dead and
the movement of more and more economic activitv into the virtual
rvorld is inevitable. If so, doesn't it imply a very bleak future for real
estate that houses office activity today?

This manuscript will address the preceding question. The author will
focus on certain elements in the demand for office space as he sees as

relevant to any evaluation of the impact of the digital/ information
revolution on office markets. He believes the arguments offered, pro-
vide the basis for some reasonable speculations about the long-term
future of the office space market. To preview these, the prospects over
the several decades are by no means bleak. Beyond that time, radical
change becomes a real possibility. While office space will ne'ver rr'hither
away, what we consider to be such space and where we will find it is
Iikely to be changing substantially as we move into the second half of the
21st century.
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SOME HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The activitv housed in office buildings is for the most part head-using
activity.r A basic ingredient in that activity is information. The folks
involved are. concerned with many matters ('.9., planning, monitoring,
researching, controlling, marketing, purchasing, and finding human
resources) that are essential to the success of the enterprise. What they
do usuallv involves using information in wavs that help them deal with
the many practical problems that arise in running most businesses.

That we have so much head-using activity in the economy today has
roots in our technologies. Much of what is out there today is an
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outgro\4th of the industrial revolution. What that
revolution did was to increase the scale of operation
in many businesses. It was a reflection of an emer6;-
ing technokrgy that fostered a high degree of spe-
cialization, w,hich to takc advantage of required a

large-scale operation. Firnrs had to be big to be a part
of the party and "big" meant they had to have
operations and markets that often times spanned
great geographic distances.

All this came about because there $,ere significant
productivity benefits to bt' realized by breaking
tasks dorvn into many highly specialized parts. But
doing so gave rise to the need for a great deal of
coordination. Much effort had to be aimed at mak-
ing sure evervthing fit together and worked
smoothlv. This meant massir.e controlling and
monitoring. And the emerging technologies made
this all the more difficult by the complexities they
introduced into the process. To do what had to be
done to carry out a successful operation rc'quired
much information and increasing amounts of head-
using activitv to use that information. Add b this
the fact that most markets began to evolve in ways
that fostere-d product competition. This lcd to a

setting in which research and development along
ivith extensive marketing activity flourished, add-
ing further to the need for head-using activities.

That these activities became concentrated at par-
ticular sitcs in particular buildings was no accident.
It was thL' result of economic decisions aimed at
minimizing the cost of assembling and organizing
information and maximizing the benefits from its
use. Civen the information transfer or communica-
tion technologies of the time, being close to one's co-
worker was the cheapest and most effective way of
getting and using much of the needed information
in many business activities.

That a good deal of this activity rl.as housed in the
"skyscraper" structures built in the center of many
of our cities in the early and middle part of the 20th
century was no accident either. Civen the patterns
of residential living and the transportation svstems
of the times, being in the center of a city made
economic sense. Sites in the center were convenient
to where office workers lived. They also had good
access to an assortment of other inputs that had
bearing on the bottom line.r

The suburbanization ofthe American city, ofcourse,
changed all this, making it and central business
district locations less accessible to the office worker.
As a result, many office activities followed residents
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to the suburbs, forming the core of most of the edge
cities that emerge.d in the sccond half of the 20th
century. There was geographic dispersion with a lot
of the activity being placed in a less dense setting.
Much of this was activity that had close links to
suburban residents-finance, real estate, and pro-
fessional activities like medicine and law. What
re.mained in a number of central cities was head-
using activity not closely allied to the consumer;
rather it was activity that was usually part of a

bigger more complicated operattrn that required a

good deal of interaction among the many folks who
were a part of it, r'..9., headquarter operations. Even
so, not all of this kind of activity remained in the
central city. Some of it moved to the suburbs to be
close to transportation hubs, c..9., a maior airport, or
to find a more spacious site with good environmen-
tal features. The kev in all such moves was to find a

krcation that had access to something of importance
to the mover.

This is hot, it was before the new economy began to
unfold in the early part of the 1990s.

THE NEW ECONOMY: WHAT IS IT?
Thenew economy is, inthe eyes of some, something
that has come into being as a consequence of revo-
lutionary changes in the information industry,
changes that are being diffused throughout the
entire economv. Many r,,,ho talk about the new
t'conomy characterize it as the digital economy.l
They see it as an economy in which information
is cligitized and communicated through digital

TheCourt ruled on the propriety ofthe claims by the
various plaintiffs as to the amount of monies that
were available. It was not a tax case. However, one
can see the impact on the exchange position by the
failure of timely completion of the Code $1031
issue.

This is not the only case in which there has been a
potential loss of the deferred exchange position
because of a failure to meet the requirements in a

timelv fashion under Code $1031 for replacing the
property. It is not the only case in which funds have
been lost because of an intermediary or third-party
absconding or failing to account for funds that were
in their control.

CONCLUSION
All of the cases in rvhich a third-party has control of
funds that are owned by another party should give
each transferor of those funds cause to consider, as

a paramount issue, the protection of those funds.
The kev issue should be the assurance that the
funds will be properly directed and utilized as
required by the owner of those funds. Unfortu-
nately, there has been, and continues to be, too
much focus by taxpayers on saving taxes and elimi-
nating that burden. Taxpayers have often thrown
caution to the wind in many instances in failing to
use reasonable steps, n,hether personally, or through
their representative, to protect their funds. This
must be the primary concern for the taxpayer.

There has been a tendency by some to merely push
the safety of funds issue aside as one that is an
unusual, hvbrid, and erratic mutation that will
never occur. However, a series of cases on interme-
diaries bcing placed intobankruptcy, in which trust-
ees havc contended that the monies held by the
intermediary are in fact those of the trustee, and not
those of the seller, coupled with the recent Deer
Crerk case in which the intermediary absconded
with the funds, should direct the taxpayer's atten-
tion to the need to ignore the tax implications until
they,/irst, address the security implications, for the
taxpayer's funds. Once the funds are properly pro-
tected, the need to meet the requirements for the
tax-deferred exchange treatment of those funds can
be addressed as a secondary issue."u,

NOTES

1. With thanks to Yogi Berra
2. For an examination of this issue, addressed in previous

articles, see Levine, Mark Lec, Exciranging Real Eslale,yol.2,
Page l0-168a, published by Professional Publications and
Education, Inc. (1999). See also the article by Levine, Mark

Lee,'The Impact of A Tax-Deferred Exchange Under Code

S1031 When An Intermediary Enters Ba nkru ptcy," lournal of
Propertv Managemetlt 20,lnstitute of Real Estate Management
(November/ December, 1 998).

3. The question as to undertaking a simultanmus exchange or
a non-simultanmus e\chdnge \^as nol a topic in mosl in-
stances until the advent of the now-famous Sfn/fterdecisions.
These included: Bnr.e Slarket !. Unild Slates (Slarfur I),75-1
U.S.T.C. 9443 (D.C. Ore.1975); Slatk:r, T. 1.,1,. U iltd Stales
(Statker Il), n-2 U.S.T.C.9512,432 F. Supp.864 (D.C. Ore.
7977); and Starktr,T. l.,L'. United Stnt.s (Slalker Il on Appeol),
79-2 U .S.T .C. 9541 , 602 F.2d 1341 (9rh Cir. 1979), aff'B and
rem'g 7-2 U.S.T.C.9512,432 F. Supp.8& (D.C. Ore. 197.

1. Code 51031 is technically referred to as 26 U.S.C.A. Section
1031, but willbereferred to herein by reference to the general
label of "Cod€'S1031."

5. Code 51031 generally provides that Sain will not be recog-
nized under the Internal Revenue Code for Federal income
tax purposes if there is an exchange of propertv that meets
certain requirements;e.8., it r^'as used in thetrade orbusiness
or fo! investment. For moredetails and a discussion of these
requirements, see Code $1031(a) and a discussion of the
exchange rules in the Levine text, cited s!pr4, Footnote 1.

6. Intermediaries became a topic ofdiscussion as a result of the
modifications in 1984 to Code 51031, allowing a non-simul-
taneous exchange and the advent of the promulgation of
Regulations under Code S1031, specifically, Treasury Reg.

51.1031(k)- For further details on intermediaries, see Trea-
sury Reg. $1.1031(k)-l(g).

7. The question as to the impact ofa default by an intermediary
on the Code S l03l tax-deferred exchange has been discussed
incases wherea default occurred. Specifically, some of these
cases are enumerated in the article, cited srprr, Footnote 1.

8. Code 51031 in 1921. See the Levine text, supl4, Note 1,

Chapter 1.

9. Redu,ing Carritr .,. Tomlinso ,399 F.2d 652 (5th Cir., 1968).

10. See srpr4, Footnote 2.

11. See Footnote 8.

12. "Relinquished property" is that property transferred by the
seller.

13. See Code $1031(a)(3).
l,l. "Constructive receipt" isa term that denotesa ds.rn.d receipt

of the property, even if there is not an actual receipt.
15. Treasury Reg. Sl.1031(k).
16. "Qualified intermediary" is defined in Treasury Reg.

s1.1031(k).
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when such bankruptcy occurs. That is, as many
familiar with exchanges know, the technical re-
quirements of timing the investment normally dic-
tate that the property relinquished by the seller
must also result in the seller timely idcntifving the
replacement property. A "timely" basis for identifi-
cation normally means that within 45 days from the
transfer of the relinquished property by the seller kr
the intermediary, the seller must identify the prop-
erty thL' seller is to receive. (Further, there is gener-
ally a 180-day rule that requires the taxpayer to not
only identify the property, but also to actually close
and receive the replacement property within 180
days of the transfer of the relinquished property by
the taxpayer-seller; there are few exceptions.)

The cases in question create a problem for the
taxpayer-seller, because the taxpayer, in attempting
to meet all of the requirements of Code $1031,
(including the Regulations to timely replace the
relinquished property), may be thwarted as a result
of the taxpayer discovering that the intermediary,
who was to handle the transaction, was placed into
bankruptcy. This has occurred.

The conclusions by all of the courts in these
cases have been that the taxpayers are rrof entitled to
any relief from the adverse tax implications that
might be present for the taxpayer-seller in failing to
meet Code S1031 on a timely basis for replacement,
even though the taxpayer was not the generating
cause of the failure to timely meet the requirements.
Although the tax law contains relief provisions in
other Sections of the Code, no such provision exists
in this Section; and, no court has allowed the tax-
payer to simply avoid the timing requirements that
are required under the Code and the Regulations
indicated simply because the taxpayer's intermedi-
ary failed to properly and timely meet the require-
ments of the Code.

This issue has been further addressed with a

more abhorrent fact situation in a setting where the
intermediary absconded with the "escrowed" funds.
Thequestion that must now be addressed is whether,
in this extreme case, the taxpayer would receive any
relief relative to the tax issue (and without regard to
the more important issue of receiving a return of
funds because of the criminal actions bv the inter-
mediary).

Taxpayers haae been foreuaftted on

nufilerous occasions, zohen undertaking

tax-deferred exchanges and using

intennediaries (escrout parties), that the

alea ca be complex, Care must be exercised

to comply zoith thc requirements in the

Federal tax law for exchanges. It behoooes

all of us to reflect on the basic requirerflents

for a tax-defened exchaflge, zuhether

unilertaking d sirflultqneous exchange or a

n o n - simult ane o us (def erred) excl, ange.

Thus, the focus of this Note is to deal with the
question of the timely performance of exchange
requirements for a non-simultaneous exchange
under Code $1031. This issue was recently exam-
ined by the 1999 Court of Appeals decision out of
Ceorgia on the issue of a non-simultaneous ex-
change that failed to mect timing requirements
because of the intermediary's conversion of the
funds that were to be hcld in escrow for and on
behalf of the taxpayer.

The issue was addressed in the case of Drcr Creek,
Irtc. t,. Stctknt 7037 Sen ict's, btc., et. al., 510 F. E.2d 853
(Ga. App. 1999). In the Georgia Deer Creak case, a
number of individuals undertook Code $i 03'l trans-
actions and utilized a Company entitled Section
1031 Services, lnc., to support the requirements
under Code $1031 for an intermediary or facilitator
to complete the exchange requirements.

Mr. James Gideon owned the Section 103'l Services
Company. Allegedly, Gideon commingled funds in
the escrow account, withdrew millions of dollars of
those funds, and, as one might guess, chose to leave
the country. The net result was that there we're a
number of individuals who attempted to try to
collect "their" monies from the account. Although
the case focused on the basic position of "who gets
stuck" with the loss of the monies, since there were
multiple parties involved and a limited amount of
funds that were available, the case also, implicitly,
raised the issue, for tax people, of the impact of such
position on the Code $1031 transaction. (Obviously,
this was the lesser issue for the taxpayers. Although
the failure of the reinvestment to meet Code S1031
might have been present, the issue for the plaintiff
was to seek a return of the monies, even if that
meant paying taxes out of such funds.)

networks. The result is large amounts of informa-
tion compressed into very small spaces and trans-
mitted over great distances at incredible speeds anr"l

minimal costs. What this has done, among other
things, is to greatly enhance the role, of knowledge
in the economy. With instant access to relev.lnt
information, so much more can be done and what
we do increasingly puts knowledge content into
what we produce and how we produce it.

Discussion of horv all this works itself out in the
rvay markets organize economic activity empha-
size its impact on market competition. Markets are
said to be much more competitive, filled with pres-
sures that increasingly take the, form of quality
rather than price competition. The underpinning of
these pressures is innovation. Firms are much morc
innovative than in previous years. The aim is to
bring new and/or better products to market more
quickly than competitors. But doing this often means
doing things in ways that complicate the produc-
tion process and gives rise to the ne'e'd for smarter
inputs. Knowledge thus becomes critical to a suc-
cessful operation in today's hvper-competitive
markets.J

These descriptions, of course, characterize activity
that is on the cutting edge of the technological
revolution, especially the digital revolution. While
change is everywhere, a great deal of the economy
remains relatively the same; it is simply a matter of
degree. What make's this all so relevant to the con-
sideration of offict' space is its implication with
respect to how businc,sses operate. Apparently, sig-
nificant changes in hor.r,we do business are on the
way. Indeed, some of the expected changes have
already happened in firms that are in the center of
the technological storm.

THE NEW ECONOMY, HEAD.USING
ACTI\'ITY & THE OFFICE BUILDING MARKET
With knowledge growing rapidly in importance as
an input in production, we seem to be moving into
an economic world dominated by head-using ac-
tivity. lf so, aren't we headed into a world in t,hich
office space demands will mushroom or maybc'
even explode upwards?

Certainly, there are some recent signs of improvc'-
ment in the office building market that seem linked
to the information revolution. In eyes of the new
economy 8uru, we have become a nation of knowl-
edge-oriented entrepreneurs dedicated to building
the electronic infrastructure needed to take us into a

digital economy. Right now it is the small firms

making all the noise, firms that are searching out
"cool" space often found in or around the center of
thc city. The current rcvival rrf the core art'as in more
than a few cities is a reflection of this economic trend.

But is this something that rvill last? Thcre is reason
to belit've that it might not. There is one impending
element in the digital,/ information revolution-the
expected dramatic reduction in communication
costs-that could "upstt this apple cart." When the
infrastructure no$,being built around the Internet-
or whatever else develops-is fully put in place, we
should have an electronic mechanism that will
a ow us to communicate or transfer information
quickly anywhere at almost a zero cost.' If what we
need to communicate in our monitoring, planning,
purchasing, or marketing activities can be done
electronically, it should happen if marke.ts remain
as competitive as they are now. In fact, it has begun
to happen.

How will this affect the existing office building
market? [f the personnel currently in these build-
ings are there to mir,imize communication costs,
substantial cost reductions in ways of communicat-
ing that do not require physical co-location will
removt some of the incentive to remain where they
are. But can we then expect office activities to "fly
their current coop?"

Obviously, what is important here is whcther those
currently housed in office space will choose to
communicate information electronically rtr continue
to do so on a face-to-face basis. Their choice r.r,ill be
influe,nced by the kind of information they wish to
communicate, insights into which flow out of a

recognition of some important distinctions that can
be madt' with respect to information.

SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DISTINCTIONS
In conside,ring the que'stion of the choice of a com-
municatiuls medium, the first thing to note is that
what is communicated - information - is far from
homogenous. This lack of sameness has roots in the
very nature of information itself. Consider several
important distinctions that can be made about it.

First there is the distinction between information
and knowledge. Knowlt'dge is the part of informa-
tion that is interpreted. It is something that can be
related to meaningful bt'havior and cxperience. lt
really tells us something. The second is between
codified and tacit knowledge. Codified knowledge
is the stuff that can be written down; it is the basic
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raw material of an electronic transaction. Tacit
knowledge, on the other hand, is that which is in
our heads; it is intuitive; it cannot be written down.
Finally, there is a distinction between transmis-
sions. One is the simple transmission with informa-
tion flowing from sender to receiver. The other is a

transmission that involvL's interaction between
sender and receiver.

Obviously, the information we communicate in
business is not homop;eneous. Some of it is pure
data; more of it is knoh,ledge, some of which is
codified. But a good deal of it comes out of the head
of the sender with a lot of interaction between the
sender and receiver. What we communicate comes
in differc'nt shapes and sizes, not all of n'hich is
suitable for transmission through electronic means.
Indeed, the means we have today is best suited for
transactions involving simple transmissions of data
that can be written down. While interaction is pos-
sible and we can transmit more than simple data
sets, most business-to-business e-commerce today
consists of relatively simple transactions. When
there is complexity and the need for a lot of interac-
tion, the communication is likely to be through a

face-to-face meeting.6

Given today's information technologies, being face-
to-face remains the richest means of information
exchange, encompassin2; all of the senses, logical
discourse, and a feedback mechanism that is both
immediate and intimat!.. With face-to-face commu-
nication, u,e can bring to bear more knowledge
critical to the solution of complicated business prob-
Iems compared with any other means including
electronic communication.T That is why much busi-
ness communication is still carried out on a face-to-
face basis. But this may not .rlways remain so.

DECLINE IN FACE.TO-FACE
COMMUNICATION TO COME
Given what we know today, no one can doubt the
coming diminution of face-to-face communication
in business. The process has already begun and will
accelerate rvith oncoming technical developments
that will re'duce the richness advantage face-to-face
meetings now have over electronic get-togethers.
Much more sophisticated kinds of electronic inter-
action lie ahead of us. While we may never be able
to duplicate' in cyberspace all that we can do when
n,e are face-to-face, we are goinS; to be able to do a

Iot more.'

When this sophistication materializes, the cost ben-
efits it provides will surely be incentive enough for

What is important here is whether

those cunently housed in office space

zoill choose to coffim nicate infonnation

electronically or contiflue to do so on

a face-to-face basis. Their choice will be

influenced by the kind of information

they wish to communicate, insights

into zuhich flozo otrt of a recognition

of sorfle important distinctions that can

be made u)ith respect to information.

moving much more of the communication in our
head-using activities into the electronic world, es-

pecially given the hyper-competitive markets in
which most firms are expected to operate. The
opportunities will be there and, equally impor-
tant, we should be in a good position to take
advantage of them. We are, after-all, rapidly ac-

quiring a population that is skilled in the art of
navigating in this electronic world. The use of the
computer and other electronic devices are fast
becoming a part of what we learn even at the
elementary grades of our education. Combine this
with the progress that is being made in the efforts to
make the entry-way mechanisms user-friendly and
you have almost an explosive increase in the pro-
portion of the population capable of functioning in
cyberspace. Moreover, this seems to be a popula-
tion that is increasingly disposed to communicate
in this world.'

Combined, this suggests a world in which elec-
tronically-mediated information will grow substan-
tially in importance, Ieading to a siSnificant dimi-
nution in face-to-face communication in the con-
duct of business. This does not bode well for the
office space market as we know it today. But it is
also something that won't happen over night.

WHY FACE.TO-FACE BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION WON'T DISAPPEAR

QUICKLY
Face-to-face communication won't disa ppea r
quickly, in part, for a reason to be found in the
revolution leading to its diminution. Through its
impact on how we do business, the information
revolution is leading to markets that are more glo-
bal and increasingly dominated by innovation. The
outcome for many firms is a lot of uncertainty and
fuzziness not only about how to get where they
want to go, but where they want to 8o in the first

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF CODE 51031
AND NONSIMULTANEOUS EXCHANGES
The historical position under Code $1031, back in
19213 and up until approximately 

.1968' 
seldom

addressed an exchange that did rrol occur simulta-
neously, betn een the "buver" and the "seller." That
is, under normal circumstances, thebuye'r will trans-
fer his or her monies or other payment for the
property, and the seller will transfer his or her
property to the buver. Horvever, with the advent of
a few cases, follon ed by the Slnrkar casesr" and the
changes in the 1984 Code," the issue arose as to the
requirements necessary to undertake an exchange
where the parties do not transfer their proPerties at
a simultaneous point. [n most instances, the non-
simultaneous exchange results in the taxpaver-seller
transferring his or her property, often identified as

"relinquished property,"rr now, for the promise,
and support for that promise, to receive other like-
kind, qualified Code $103.1 property, at a later date
and on a timely basis.''

With the advent of the non-simultaneous flavor of
exchanges, there was a need to determine many of
the guidelines that would apply in such settings.

Questions arose as to who might hold the property
on either side, either the property relinquished by
the seller or that transfc.rred by the buver; and, who
would control the timing of these events? Does the
concept of constructive receiPtr{ aPPly? What con-
stitutes a "sale," as opposed to an "exchange?"
And, there were a myriad of other questions. Some
of these queries were answered as a result of Regu-
lations.''

CURRENT CONCERNS
Many issues remain that were not resolved by the
Regulations. Therefore, numerous Private Letter
Rulings, cases and other authorities have addressed
the conundrum of tax issues that have arisen be-
cause of non-simultaneous exchanges. These con-
cerns relate to the essence of this article, with par-
ticular emphasis on the question as to what hap-
pens when someone who is acting as a qualified
intermediary,r6 within the meaning of the Regula-
tions mentioned, defaults or fails to properly act?

Does this mean that the taxpayer will be given some
relief position, or is the taxpayer burde'ned with the
failure of the intermediary to comply with the re-
quirements to assure the tax-deferred status as an
exchange? ln most instances, the answer, coming
from the cases, Rulings, and other authorities, is

that it is the taxpayer that suffers the adverse conse-
quences of the failure of the intermediaries to act
properly.

One of the main concerns arose because of the
nature of Code $1031 and the Regulations, relative
to the non-simultaneous exchange, sometimes re-
ferred to as a "deferred erthange," (as labeled in the
Regulations). This is when a third-party acts on
behalf of a party or parties, thereby hopefully pre-
venting adverse tax results. When such third-party
(intermediary) is used, a common issue that could
result in a position in favor of the government and
against the taxpayer is an argument that, while a

taxpayer might have transferred his or her property
to such intermediary, with the intent to receive like-
kind qualified property in an exchange, it may be
argued that the selleris deemed to have received the
property (often cash) acquired by the intermediary,
because the seller has "control" over the transac-
tion. (This issue is sometime's labeled as a "con-
structive receipt" issue.)

To avoid this issue, the Regulations that were Pro-
mulgated under Code $1031 provided that a third-
party, not an agent (intermediary) of the seller,
should hold the funds in cluestion that might be

paid, by a buyer, allowing the intermediary to hold
those funds to avoid both the actual and construc-
tive receipt ofthe monies by thc taxpayer-seller, and
to otherwise comply rvith Code $1031.

Without attempting to cover in detail these Regula-
tions, noted under Treasury Reg. $1.103'l(k), the
essence is that the intermediary must act indepen-
dently, and according to proper instructions, to
hold the funds, as indicated previously.

The problematic issue is:
What if the intermediary fails to act properly

and is in violation of the intermediary's contract
with the seller? Can this lead to adverse tax imPli-
cations for the buyer? A failure to properlv act may
be the result of the intermediary's negligence, fraud,
theft, or other improper actions. However, even if
the actions are improper, and this gives rise to a

claim, civilly, by the taxpayer-seller against the
intermediary, the tax question remains: Is the seller's
potential exchange damaged by the interme'diary's
improper actions?

The author has addressed this issue in prior
articles and presentations relative to situations
where the taxpayer is damaged because the inter-
mediary, mavbe involuntarilv, is facing a bank-
ruptcy. In the articles indicated, a few cases were
mentioned where the courts have shown Iittle sym-
pathy or empathy for the taxpayer who was dam-
aged, through no intentional act by the taxPayer,
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his article focuses on the risks a taxpayer takes when undertaking
an exchange, with escrow, where the escrow party (intermedi-
ary) defaults.

INTRODUCTION
The author hopes that Yogi Berrar rvill indulge the incorporation of his
cryptic one liner, "De ja vu all over again," in the title to this manuscript.
This sardonic phrase seems to be most apropos, given that the author
has argued on prior occasions that we should change the tax-deferred
exchange rules by simplifying the process to defer gain when we "sell"
and reinvest the procterls from the "sale." The potential pitfalls outlined
in this article support th.rt position.

Taxpayers have been forewarned on numerous occasions,2 when un-
dertaking tax-deferred exchanges and using intermediaries (escrow
parties), that the area can be complex. Care must be exercised to complv
*,ith the requirements in the Federal tax law forexchanges. It behooves
all of us to reflect on the basic requirements for a tax-deferred exchange,
whether undertaking a simultaneous exchange or a non-simultaneous
(deferred) exchange.r

Once the fundamental requirements for the use of a tax-deferred
exchange under Code $1031,{ with their rules,5 and the use of an
intermediaryn have been reviewed, the exchange can be examined to see
what happens if an escrow agent does not perform.T Tfi e bottomli e is lhnt
the exchanca treatment nny be lost.

place.r"The business world is a much more compli-
cated place in which to operate than it was just a

short time ago.

Complexity is, of course, nothing neu' and is no
reason, in and of itself, for excluding the communi-
cation involved in a complex business operation
from the world of cyberspace. To the extent that we
have codified knolvledge of a complicated process,
we c.rn communicate that knorvledge to others
electronically. We have been doing it for years in
defense-related and aerospace activities. But hav-
ing such knowledge is not something that just hap-
pens. It has to be acquired and we do this through
svstematic thinking (analysis) and,/or experimen-
tation as well as through computer simulation.
Further, codified knowledge is something we usu-
ally don't have when dealing with the complexity
that comes out of innovation. ln the early stages of
thedevelopment of the idea, wt'deal with problems
that don't have simple answers or certain outcomes.
Indeed, we often deal with something that has
problems in the beginning we do not even recog-
nize.

How do we handle all of this? We apparently found
out some time ago that it helps to assemble teams of
knowledgeable people to work collectively on get-
tinB a good start. We have also found that it helps to
have these people working in close physical prox-
imity interacting on a face-to-face basis.

ln time, we gain the knowledge and understanding
necessary to articulate what is involved in the de-
velopment of an idea. In other words, we acquire
codified knorvledge, meaning knowledge that c'nn

be transmitted electronically in today's world. What
we are working with then becomes a commodity
that crrr be involved in e-commerce and, therefore,
its ties to the office building market are loosened.

While all this is happening now, the dominant
element in the information revolution as it has
developed thus far is the work of innovators who
are currently adding substantiallv to the trailblazing
kind of activity that fosters face-to-face communi-
cation. We can look at what is going on in the
current technological maelstrom as the generation
of complexities in business operations that offset
some of the push the information revolution is
giving us into cyberspace. Most of the problems this
complexity gives us are being clealt with in a time-
honored way collaboration with collaborators
working in closc. physical proximity to one another.
While we see this all around us, it is especially

pronounced in the growth of cutting-edge high-
tech communities such as the Silicon Valley, the
Colden Triangle, parts of Boston, and Austin,
Texas.

Over time, we will come to solve these problems in
a way that gives us codifiecl knowledge of what is
involved. This, in turn, will lead to more and more
electronic encounters, particularly when the elec-
tronic channels come closer to simulating what we
can do when face-to-face. But the current pace of
innovation suB8ests that problem-solving that fos-
ters face-to-face communication is not about to
diminish. While innovation continues at its present
pace, it is hard to see a massive shift of business
communication into cyberspace occurring. My best
guess is that what is going on now should take us
out over the next several decades.

Then there is the matter of the social nature of
people. Being close to one' another physically has
social effects that can enhance productivity. The
absence of day-to-day encounters is apparently one
of the reasons why telecommuting has yet to live up
to its earlier promise.'r While by no means do all the
relationships we have in a traditional work situa-
tion make us happy - indeed there is misery in
many of them - the overall effect seens to be
positive for most. Simply working in close physical
quarters with others apparently generates produc-
tivity benefits that will be hard to reproduce in a

virtual world. There is undoubtedly an irreversible
minimum of face-to-face communication that will
decorate the business landscape as far into the
future as the eve can see.

INFERENCES AND SPECULATIONS
It is not difficult to find prognostications of the
upcoming demise of the office space market as we
know it today.r: [n my view, such speculation is
unwarranted if the concern is with the next several
decades. The information revolution is exerting a

good deal of influence on how we do business in
most areas of the economy, but the changes thus far,
$,ith exception of a relatively small segment of the
economy, can hardly be considered as radical.

CavEnr ExcHaNGER:

Dn ]n Vu An OvEn AGRTN"lt
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Everyone agrees this revolution is providing busi-
nesses r.r,ith the means of dealing with their infor-
mation problems in creative and cost-effective ways.
But by no means do all information problems have
solutions that can be found with what that revolu-
tion has given us so far. That we still communicate
with one another on a face-to-face basis when deal-
ing with a great manv knottv business problems



(even in cutting-edge areas of the technology) is not
the result of some people continuing to live in the
dark ages. It is a consequence of having a technical
infrastructure that cannot do what face-to-face en-
counters are able to do when dealing with certain
kinds of problems. It is also a conse,cluence of the
technologv itself, creating activities that can be best
carried out when the participants are physically
close to one another. All this bodes well for the
existing office building market.

But-and this is a big "but"-as tc'chnology im-
proves, it will (over time) provide us with some-
thing that comes close to mirroring what we can do
now face-to-face. As this happens, the basic struc-
ture of th€, office building market will change, just
as it did n'hen the automobile camc to dominate
the journey to work. This time, however, the ulti-
mate result could be much more dramatic. The
specifics of such change are, at this time, anybody's
guess. But whatwecan say is that significant changes
are on the way both in what the market looks like
and in the way we will have to look at it to make
sense of it.

As noted earlier, traditional models of the office
building market have emphasized the accessibilitv
of the sitt, of the building to workers, customers,
and suppliers of certain kinds of services as the key
to its value. To the extent that our head-using
personnt-l no longer need to be close to one another
and those they serve and are sen ed by, accessibilitv
in the classic sense loses its importance.

This is going to happen, but not overnight. Nor will
it be an abrupt change.'' The answer to the question
of u,hen rvill depend, in part, on how r.r'e are able to
deal u.ith the complex problems being given to us
by our unfolding technologies. Right now, dealing
with those problems is strengthening the demand
for office space. The race to build our cyberspace
infrastructure is, in fact, helping to revitalize parts
of some of our cities.

Suppose the pace of innovation slows. The impetus
it is currently providing to office space demand
would ebb and could substantiallv be reduced,
which would not bodt well for this market.

Of course, there are those pecldling the idea that we
are now Iiving in a world in which there will forever
be innovations that change rl'hat it is that we do and
how we do it in the business lvorld.rr If so, there will
not be a quick retreat from the need to huddle close
to one's co-worker in order to deal effectively with

the complexities and uncertainties continuous in-
novation brings about.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Personally, I am less sanguine about such things.
Historically, innovations have comc in spurts and
there seems to be no compelling rt'ason to exPect
this to change in the future. Thus, in my vit'w, .ts

technology gives us electronic means that mimic
more of what we can do face-to-face and the current
spurt of innovation begins to wind down, virtual
head-using activity as a proportion of the total will
begin to increase substantially. lf you accept these
two hypotheses, there will comc a time when the
decisions made about where to conduct such activ-
ity will be based on considerations much different
from those of today. This could very well mean
dramatic changes in the office building market as

we now know it.

Just how much change and what kind of change
will, in my vielr,, depend both on technical and
social elements in the equation. The technical ele-
ments are those that will determine' just how closely
we will be able to mimic the strenBths of face{o-face
communication and whether any currentlv unrec-
ognized strengths in electronic communication
emerge as we develop the technology. ln the minds
of those enamored with the subject, this is a no-
brainer. The technology will deliver the means of
radically transforming how we communicate and
hence hou' we organize our busincsses. But it is

well to remember that the same thing was said
about the telegraph, the telephonc', and even televi-
sion.

More important, as I see it, are the social elements as

they come to bear on the question of the future
organization and operation of business. There can
be little doubt about the prospect of more physical
isolation of the individual in how we organizt'our
business activities in the future. But how much
more is going to depend, in part, on how we view
that prospect. Just how much of a social animal are
we? How important is interaction on a face-to-face
basis over the course of a workday?

What all this says to me is that if we want real
insights into what is going to happen to the office
building market over the long term, we are going to
have to focus more on subject matter that has tradi-
tionally fallen outside the analyses we have been
making of this market - social relationships that
reflect such things as feelings and trust. As I have
found out, what we know about these things is not

Clunnut, 1997). An opulent banquet of mobility
experiences u'ill be marketed to retired baby boomers
over this medium. The Internet home pages of the
many Sun Cities, for example, are an integral part of
their national marketing operation. At the same
time, Elderhostel makes lvorldwide educational
travel information available on its home page. Na-
tional volunteer organizations, such as Senior Corps
and the Environme.ntal Alliance for Senior Involve-
ment do the same. Communications for a Sustain-
able Future cut across education and service do-
mains, offering campus-based opportunities to
study ecology antl the environment, heterodox eco-
nomics, peace and conflict, education and service-
learning, and international studies. These krpics
sound like baby burm agendas of the late 1960s.

During the next'10 vears, Internet opportunities to
learn about expericnce-based mobility will double
and double again, encouraging further the diver-
sity of retirement activity for baby boomers.

Virtual communities.
We are at an early stage in the development of

virtual reality as a viable travel experience. The
popular image of the future in this regard is the
holodeck on the Starship Enterprise. There is no
way at this time to make reasonable proiections
concerning the availability and uses of such tech-
nology in the future. However, the future will be
different than the present, and by 2050 when the
baby boom dies off, it may be very different indeed.
There will be technologies in the future that will
simulate travel in lvays that will satiate wandcrlust
without requiring physical mobility. How these
technologies will influence geographic mobility in
retirement is anyone's guess, but to ignore their
potential would be foolish.

CONCLUSION
So, will the patterns of retirement mobility change
between 2010 and 2020 as thebaby boom generation
enters retirement? The answer, of course, is yes and
no. The general patterns of retirement migration
have changed very little over the past 40 years.
Between 4 percent and 5 percent of the population
60 or older will move across state lines in each five-
vear period. Most u'ill be recent retirees. The popu-
lar destinahon states today will be popular among
migrants in 20 years. Actually, even if somewhat
smaller proportions pour into Florida, Arizona,
Texas, North Carolina, and Califomia, the larger
population base will still make the numbers rise.

On the other hand, there are enough free agents and
trailblazers among baby boomers that some new

trends should be set into motion. Some candidates
have been suggested here.*.,
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are beginning to appear in Arizona, Texas, and
elsewhere. These communities feature golf, health
spas, hiking and biking trails, club houses, and to
the casual observer, they look very much like up-
scale retirement communities. Most of the resi-
dents, however, are not yet retired. Nor art they
interstate migrants. Rather, they move from, and
commute k), the adiacent metropolitan area. Of
course, if the residents do not move, the residential
development, over tim€., will become a retirement
community, de facto.

Third, it is easy to speculate that, as middle-class
baby boomers first enter retirement, there will be an
increase in alternative retirement lifestyles. Carry-
ing on as before, but without working, or moving to
a retirement community in the Sunbelt, will not be
the only lifestyles from which to choose. Some of
these choices will not require the purchase of a ner,r'

home, nor a permanent move. Lifestyle change
characterizt'd many college students in the late
1960s and early 1970s. The early boomers valued
their generational differences. They let their hair
grow long, dressed down, and rejected the view of
maturity espoused by the middle-class of the 1950s.

As a consequence, some will be more sensitive to
experience rather than location. The idea of a per-
manent retirement move may not attract these par-
ticular boomers.

Rescue operations,
For boomers with a stron8 service orientation

and the willingness to spend parts of the year away
from home, the American Red Cross already pro-
vides an interesting model. The organizatirrn trains
a cadre ofvolunteers who will fly intodisaster areas
and set up the infrastructure for the thousands of
local volunteers who will put out the fires, search
for survivors, or fill sandbags. The lodging, feeding,
and health care of these volunteers requires trained
volunteers who are willing to move from one natu-
ral disaster to another. And most of these trained
volunteers are retired. This kind of activity is cer-
tainly more experience-based than location-based
and it is a functional alternative to retirement mi-
gration. The Peace Corps was a baby boom phe-
nomenon; it will surely find a counterpart among
retirees of the same birth cohort.

Senior aolunteer seroices,
There are organizations that help retirees to

find places where they can live and work as volun-
teers on projects that are not as dramatic as rescue
operations. The Human Service Alliance of Win-
ston-Salem, North Carolina, for example, houses

The generalized images of middle-class

baby boomers generated by age-based

marketing cannot be dismissed

out-of-hand. Ooerall, there is a greater

oalue for independence, the ettrepreneurial

spirit, afld empozoen rent. Also, there is a

greater ilistrust of authority of all kinds,

less company anil brand loyalty,
greoter aalue for leisure oaer u)orkl

informality oaer forrnality, and. a more

relatiaistic ttflderstaflding of ethics anong
middle-class baby boomers than there we re

arflong their parents. To the extent that
retiretneflt mooes are made by the

better-educsted part of the n iddle-class,

these baby boom aalues nay hazte an

influence on tlrcir mobility choices.

and trains hospice workers who care for the termi-
nally ill in a home-like environment and respite
workers who care for autistic children weekly in an
enriched educational environment. Retired couples
are among the live-in volunteers. These'are service
opportunities that require travel and temporary
relocation, and may be viewed as an alternative to
leisure-oriented seasonal migration.

Elderhosteling.
Summer visits to college campuses across this

country have been organized for decades by the
Elderhostel organization. During the past decade, it
has expanded its operation to college campuses in
several other countries. Perhaps such travel should
be considered as an alternative to vacations, rather
than to residential moves, because the visits are for
a relatively short duration. Indeed, elderhosteling
in no way precludes a retirement move. Nonethe-
less, it is experience-based mobility and demand for
these experiences that are likely to increase among
early-retired baby boomers. Sensing an increased
interest in service opportunities among early baby
boomers, Elderhostel is setting up a branch office to
expand the concept into this new area.

Mobility in cyberspace,
Baby boomers dominate the Internet. In propor-

tion to their numbers, Ceneration Xers use it more,
but boomers greatly outnumber them (Smilll &

easily gleaned from the disciplines in which they
are currently being studied, especially if wc want to
fit what they tell us into some kind of market
framework. To get what we want to know will
require a mind that is open to interdisciplinary
u'ork.

My broad-brushed view of what is likely to happen
is that there will be more geographic dispersion of
the head-using activities that now fill up our cur-
rt'nt office space. This movement, howcver, need
not be to far away places; nor must it dramatically
reduce the density of the population in most places.
What it will be is movement that is chsely co-
located to activities that are no$,outside present-
day office buildings, including what happens in the
home. We are, in my view, social animals who will
resist moves that isolate us from one another. Yet
ne are also economic animals who will be more
than willing to take advantage of technologies that
will be giving us the means to avoid some of the
problems that arise rvhen u,e concentrate our activi-
ties in geographic space, e.9., curgestion, pollution.

In my view, we are probably headed into a world
populated rvith urban villages - plact's where
people work at sites of their on,n choosing but
choose to live near one another in well-thought-out
and well-planned communities. What this implies
ivith respect to "office space" is a matter that, in
time, will become a major preoccupation of those
who analyze the office space rnarket."u,

NOTES
i. Offi.eactivity is not easilydefined b('causeit is u'(irk thatcuts

across both occupation.lnd industry classifications. We can
say in a general way that it involves mental activity as

oppos&l to physicalactivity. And it is mental actif ity onlyas
opposed to mental activitv that is combined h'ith physical
activity. There also gradations in the level of thinking re
quired, goinS fronr the low-level requirements of clerical
work b the high powcred requirements of the cxecutive
staff- Clerical $ork, however, is diminishing so that office
work is increasin8ly becoming head-using activity in the
sense of dealing with complicated problems.

2. For a detailed discussion of the economics of these location
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access, sc€ DiPasqualt', E. and W.C. Wheaton. Urhntt Ecottunl-
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York: McCraw-Hill Publishing, 1996. See also Kevin Kelly,
Nea, Rx['s For llreN.{{, E.oromv. New York: Viking Press,l998
and Department of Commerce, T/rr' l)m rgirt.q Diq,lrl E.on0rrv.
Washjn8ton D.C.. Department of Commerce, 1998.
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Mana$enent Rn'irl'a, 40 (3), 1998, 5F79.
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Telecommunications, (Speci.rl Supplement)." September 30,

1995, l-28.
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g()ing on inthevirtual world today see Duarte, D. Land N. T.
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Publishers, 1999.

7. See for example L. Trevino, R. Duft and R. Lengel. "Under-
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tive," inFalkand SteinJields (ed.), Orgnxirrtiollsand Con tru-
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